Conclusions

Are subduction related processes more
significant than continental insulation in
controlling mantle dynamics following
supercontinent formation? University of Toronto;
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• Continental insulation does not play a role in
generating plumes.
• By controlling mantle flow, subduction determines
the positioning of plume-sourced LIP.
• Low Ra number simulations amplify the insulating
effect during supercontinent assembly.
• Super-ocean could behave similar to a
supercontinent.

Paleo-subduction and LIPs

Modelling supercontinent cycle in 2D and 3D Cartesian
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Introduction: We analyze mantle dynamics following supercontinent formation in simulations of mantle convection featuring highly viscous plates. The models
feature thermally and mechanically distinct oceans and continents. The continental plates have a reduced thermal diffusivity to model continental insulation.

Sub-continental plumes and
continental insulation

We modelled supercontinent formation (as above) with high
Rayleigh (Ra) number using a depth-dependent viscosity.
For continents with varying insulation, we
analyzed if a sub-continental plume formed post
supercontinent formation (e.g., a flow reversal).
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Rayleigh number (Ra) and
continental insulation

We modelled supercontinent formation with high and
low Rayleigh number using a depth- and geothermdependent viscosity with variable basal conditions.
Viscosity parameters are changed to generate high
and low Ra supercontinent formation models.
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In high Ra 3D calculations [4], we found that the
formation of circum-plate subduction was sufficient to
generate a sub-plate plume, with oceanic and
continental temperature being comparable.

As Rayleigh
number
increases,
the impact of
continental
insulation on
temperatures
decreases.
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We found that the width beneath a continent is
more important than continental insulation in
generating sub-continental plumes.

By subtracting the
sub-continental
temperatures of
models with an
insulating
supercontinent
and a large
oceanic plate, we
could obtain a
temperature
increase due to
insulation.
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Circum-plate subduction, mantle
viscosity, and sub-continental plumes
We modelled high Ra supercontinent formation using
a depth- and geotherm-dependent viscosity.
The position of subcontinental plumes (LIPs)
were analyzed when
changing the mantle viscosity
and location of circumsupercontinent subduction.
Viscosity
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lower
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margins.
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Continental insulation driving
plumes – a product of low Rayleigh
number and/or incorrect
subduction initial conditions?
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Plotting plume distance as a function of
subduction location, we find plume positions
become locked to 2000-3000km away from
continental margin for low viscosity lower
mantle models.

LIPs may
have a
relationship
with
subduction,
rather than
LLSVPs

